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  Welcome
BU CARES Research Centre is a vibrant and innovative space dedicated to research with rural, northern, and Indigenous communities, school divisions, and related organizations. 
Founded in 2008 as an institute of the Faculty of Education at Brandon University, we provide a supportive environment where students, faculty, and researchers can collaborate and develop their ideas. Our facilities include four individual offices, one shared working space, computing resources and research equipment, a library, and a comfortable meeting room. Our team is available to offer guidance and support, and our research initiatives cover a broad range of interests and methodologies, including arts-based research. We strive to be an open, welcoming space where the exchange of ideas and knowledge can thrive. 
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                        Building Inclusive Rural Communities – 3 of 5: The Real Rural_ Race and the Scale.
In continuation into the heart of rural dynamics, this week’s video navigates the often-overlooked intersection of race, complexity, and inclusivity within rural communities. This brings the understanding of how building inclusive rural communities requires grappling with issues of diversity, equity, and inclusion. Uncovering and acknowledging historical gaps to amplifying marginalized voices, and the crucial role of addressing racial dynamics in fostering truly inclusive rural settings that honor the dignity and experiences of all individuals.
#InclusiveCommunities #RuralInclusion #CommunityEmpowerment #SustainableGrowth #CollectiveWellBeing #DiverseVoices #ThriveTogether #CommunityResilience
For more information - https://buff.ly/3T9ePSI
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                        Building Inclusive Rural Communities – 2 of 5: The Question of Neighborly Community
In the quest for inclusivity within rural communities, the concept of neighborly relationships emerges as the basis. This week’s video delves into the dynamics of neighborly interaction and its profound impact on fostering inclusivity in rural settings by examining the essence of genuine connection, mutual support, and shared responsibility among neighbors, including the intricate layers of building inclusive rural communities and nurturing neighborly bonds that contribute to the collective well-being and resilience of rural environments.
#InclusiveCommunities #RuralInclusion #CommunityEmpowerment #SustainableGrowth #CollectiveWellBeing #DiverseVoices #ThriveTogether #CommunityResilience
For more information - https://buff.ly/3T9ePSI
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                        Building Inclusive Rural Communities: Does Evangelicals Threaten Canada’s Inclusivity
In rural areas, the fabric of a community is woven tightly, yet ensuring inclusivity within these close-knit environments is vital for sustainable growth and collective well-being. We engaged in thoughtful conversations with the authors of "Building Inclusive Rural Communities," edited by Clark Banack and Dionne Pohler. They examined the significance of creating inclusive rural communities, exploring the multifaceted approaches necessary to cultivate environments where every individual feels valued, heard, and empowered. From addressing accessibility challenges to amplifying diverse voices, a journey toward building a resilient and inclusive rural environment where everyone can thrive was discussed. 
#InclusiveCommunities #RuralInclusion #CommunityEmpowerment #SustainableGrowth #CollectiveWellBeing #DiverseVoices #ThriveTogether #CommunityResilience
For more information - https://buff.ly/3OPDeu1
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                      Rural Roots: Cultivating Strength in Education.
Delving into their unique journeys, we uncover the invaluable gifts that rural settings have bestowed upon us, shaping our perspectives and influencing our approaches to education.  Dr. Candy Jones from the Faculty of Education at Brandon University, Julie Seeley from Frontier School Division, and Jessica Willows from the University of Victoria joined us to explore the profound impact of rurality on their experiences as educators. https://buff.ly/3TmJFXX 
#brandonmbsd #BrandonUni #universityofvictoria #educators #universities #rural
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                        Building a Beloved Community – Ep. 5 of 5
A Vision for a Decolonized McGill
We spoke with Welly Minyangadou Ngokobi (McGill University) and Chuwkuanugo Joseph Okudo (President of Brandon University Students’ Union) about what institutions can learn from international students. We discussed how international students carry both inherited knowledge and academic knowledge and, that, institutions need to recognize this strength. We talked about strategies for cultural responsivity, strengthening participation, and building a sense of community where student expertise and intergenerational knowledge are recognized and valued.
#GlobalWisdom #InterculturalInsights #BelovedCommunityLearning #CulturalResponsivity #internationalstudents #universities #Manitoba #Brandon #Brandonuni #busu37 #learningcommunity
For the complete podcast, visit - https://buff.ly/3SyBAOg

                      

                    

                  
                
              
            

          
        

        

        

      

        
          
            
              
                
                  [image: Ungrading in Action: Transforming High School Physics and Post-Secondary Education. a thoughtful exploration of ungrading in high school physics classrooms, featuring Dr. Ellen Watson from Brandon University and Christopher Sarkonak from Crocus Plain]
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                      Ungrading in Action: Transforming High School Physics and Post-Secondary Education.
a thoughtful exploration of ungrading in high school physics classrooms, featuring Dr. Ellen Watson from Brandon University and Christopher Sarkonak from Crocus Plains Regional Secondary School. Learn more about their collaborative research, offering a nuanced perspective on reshaping assessment and improving student engagement. 
#brandonmbsd @education #universities #highschool #ungrading #educators #schooladministrators 
https://buff.ly/49Whjta
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  15 years 
in operation
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  2.5M awarded for research projects
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  20+ partners & collaborators
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  50+ student jobs created























  
  













    

  
  

  


  
    
    


  



  
    
    
      
    
    

  

  
    
      
      
      
      
      
      
      


  Get Involved
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  Subscribe to updates, donate, connect with current research, engage your staff, or submit a research question. LEARN MORE
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  Discover the impact of Brandon University’s academic research, creative activities and expertise. LEARN MORE
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  Join Jackie Kirk and Michelle Lam as they interview guests whose research directly impacts classrooms in the real world. PODCASTS



































    

  
  

  


  
    
    


  



  
    
    
      
    
    

  

  
    
      
      
      
      
      
      
       





  The CARES Email Newsletter
Learn what’s new at CARES with bi-monthly research updates. Sign-up today and stay current.
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  Director’s Message























  
  








  Welcome to BU CARES! 
Rural and Indigenous student success is at the heart of all that we do. We have researchers working on understanding more about what success means, how students can feel like they belong, what supports are necessary, how to combat racism, what we can learn from pandemic education, how to foster strong identities, and more. 
The particular research interests of our various projects are all brought 























  
  









  together under the umbrella of deep caring and the desire to see rural and Indigenous students succeed. We bring together the interests of community groups and the interests of researchers to form a collaboration because we believe that we are stronger when we are working together.
You can think of BU CARES as a research hub, a conduit for community-university connections, a knowledge brokerage, or all three. We also provide training and support for student researchers and faculty members in their own research projects.























  
  









  Please feel free to browse our website. All reports and publications from past research projects are free, and we have a weekly periodical, Research Connection, that features a 2-page summary of a recent research project from Brandon University. Be sure to also check out our podcast, Leaning In and Speaking Out.























  
  











    

  
  

  


  
    
    


  



  
    
    
      
    
    

  

  
    
      
      
      
      
      
      
      


  “Working with CARES has been both educational and life-changing. I learned many life lessons from knowledgeable scholars, community members, Elders, and most importantly, Indigenous youth whom I was blessed to meet and work with over the years. I grew as a researcher, writer, and collaborator, and continue to use the skills I’ve gained in my day-to-day work.”
— Erin Paupanekis































    

  
  

  


  
    
    


  



  
    
    
      
    
    

  

  
    
      
      
      
      
      
      
      


  Mission
We help identify and answer research questions generated collaboratively with community research partners, develop faculty and graduate student research capacity, facilitate connections between university researchers and community members, and promote research related to rural and Indigenous education. 
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  Connection
Creativity
Usefulness
Integrity




























 







    

  
  

  


  
    
    


  



  
    
    
      
    
    

  

  
    
      
      
      
      
      
      
      


  Rural and Indigenous students are at the heart of all we do. 
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  Connecting university researchers with the community members who live it.
Knowledge can be found in many places. Join Jackie Kirk and Michelle Lam as they interview guests whose research and lived experience directly impact classrooms in the real world. Whether you are a teacher, administrator, researcher, or just want to hear more about issues facing kids these days, this is the podcast for you. 
EXPLORE THE ARCHIVE























  
  









  EPISODE #73























  
  













  
    Listen on SoundCloud
  










    

  
  

  


  
    
    


  



  
    
    
      
    
    

  

  
    
      
      
      
      
      
      
       





  Our Partners
We are grateful for our previous and continuing partnerships which allow our work to continue. For more information about partnering with BU CARES, please contact us. 
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  BU CARES is located in Brandon, Manitoba, on Treaty 2 territory. This is traditional shared land between the Dakota and Ojibway. The Turtle Mountains and Brandon area was also home to the Métis peoples. Settlements along the Assiniboine River and into the Northeastern areas of Saskatchewan created a chain of Métis communities. 
We at BU CARES acknowledge and respect the history, land and people of this area. 























  
  





 




  BU CARES Research Centre - Faculty of Education - Brandon University - 270 - 18th Street - Brandon, MB R7A 6A9 
204-727-7331  -  CARES@brandonu.ca























  
  











  
  
    
      
        
          
          
        
      

    
      
        
          
          
        
      

    
      
        
          
          
        
      

    
      
        
          
          
        
      

    
      
        
          
          
        
      

    
      
        
          
          
        
      

    
  










    

  
  

  


  


      
    


    
    

  